We have observed an amplified spontaneous emission of the Na, violet diffuse band in electron beam excited mixtures of sodium vapor with either argon or helium buffer gas. The strong continuum emission centered at 436 nm was attributed to the 23111 -+ u3cz bound-free triplet band of Naz, which was already observed in the optical pumping.
We have observed an amplified spontaneous emission of the Na, violet diffuse band in electron beam excited mixtures of sodium vapor with either argon or helium buffer gas. The strong continuum emission centered at 436 nm was attributed to the 23111 -+ u3cz bound-free triplet band of Naz, which was already observed in the optical pumping.
There have been a considerable number of studies on alkali molecular diffuse bands concerning their excimertype nature.' Such diffuse bands might be developed as possible sources of tunable, high-power lasers.2 Fluorescence of a Naa violet diffuse band could be observed either by one-photon excitation of X'c, ' w C'II, or two-photon excitation of an X'c, ' -+ A'C: -+ high-lying g state in Na,, or one-photon excitation of 3S-3P or two-photon excitation of 3S-4D in the Na atom.2-8 In particular, an observation of small signal gain in the violet band by 350.7 nm cw Kr + laser pumping has been reported. ' Recently, the upper states of violet band have been observed by Li et al. ' o-" using optical-optical double resonance.
As a preliminary step toward achieving a new tunable and high-power excimer laser in the violet, we presented the first observation of the Naz violet band emission by electron beam pumping. In addition, we also observed discrete spectral lines on the long wavelength side of the violet band. Although the analysis of these discrete lines is in progress, we tentatively assume that these lines represent the2'C,+ -. X'c$ bound-bound emission.'3 The experimental setup used in the present experiment is shown in Fig. 1 , which is similar to that previously described.14 The electron beam supplied by a Febetron 706 installed with a velvet cathode had a peak current of 4.5 kA, a beam diameter of 2.0 cm, a pulse width of 3 ns full width at half maximum (FWHM), and an electron particle energy of 500 keV. The electron beam, confined by an externally applied 1.5 kG axial pulsed magnetic field (nonuniformity less than 2%) passed through the anode foil, and a drifting section of 15 cm length filled with lowpressure helium and entered into a heat pipe oven containing dense sodium vapor, which was separated from the drifting section by a capton foil. The heat pipe oven had a diameter of 4.5 cm, a total length of 120 cm, and an active length of 60 cm, determined by the distance of the cooling coils. The emission from the active zone was introduced to a spectrum multichannel analyzer (SMA) through a MgF, window at the forward end of the cell. The resolution of the SMA system was 0.12 nm/channel with a 1200 graves/mm grating used in the 0.3 m spectrometer.
The electron beam parameters were monitored by color foils and Faraday cups. About 50% of the peak current emitted by the diode was transmitted by the tube. The observed energy loss in the gas was in good agreement with that predicted by a Monte Carlo calculation. '5 The fluorescence spectrum of the violet bands excited by the electron beam is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The peak of the emission is centered at 436 nm. Two weaker features are seen at about 452 and 428 nm. The fluorescence spectrum beyond 460 nm [not shown in Fig. 2(a) ] consists of the Na, B-X band (460-565 nm), the A-X band (600-820 nm), the first triplet band c3cz -+ a3cU+ transition,14 and several Na atomic resonance lines.
The spectral positions of the two peaks of 436 and 452 nm agree approximately with the positions of the spectral features observed with optical pumping;2-9 however, in contrast to a fact that the long wavelength peak of 452 nm was almost the same in intensity with the peak of 436 nm in the previous works, which were observed in lowpressure optical pumping, the short wavelength peak at 436 nm had dominant intensity in the present experiment. One of the most pronounced features of the broad diffuse band in the 415-438 nm region is obviously blue-shaded.
The Franck-Condon factors of the J=50 rotational state in the Na, 2311, -+ a 3c + emissions, which is the most probable value for a tempera:ure of 515 "C, have been calculated using the potential curves given by Jeung. '6,'7 The result shows that emissions are almost due to the transitions to the a3Cz continuum, especially for the lower vibrational levels of the 2"II, state. Figure 2(b) shows a simulated spectrum of the Na2 2"II, -t ~"2,' band by taking into account the lower fifteen vibrational levels of the 2311, state. The population distribution of the vibrational states was assumed to be nonthermal and a linear surprisal distribution" was used. It was clearly exhibited that the 23!3, -a3C,' transition has a main peak at 435 nm and has a broad blue-shaded diffuse feature in the 410440 nm region, which is in good agreement with the observed results. It should be noted that the 2311, -+ a3C,' calculated spectrum has not included any components longer than 440 nm. By comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) one can see that the broad blue-shaded band extending from 415 to 438 nm corresponds to the bound-free 2311, -+ a3C,$ continuum. Our florescence spectrum may consist of many transitions originating from various vibrational levels of the 2311, state, because of a nonselective excitation by the electron beam. It is also indicated that the emission beyond 440 nm is not due to the triplet 2311, -+ a3C,' transition.
The violet band signal in 436 nm was monitored as a function of the cel1 temperature from 400 to 600 "C (corresponding to a sodium vapor pressure of 0.5-25 Tot-r) and argon buffer gas pressure from 100 to 1200 Torr. The maximum violet band signal was observed at a temperature of 520 "C, which corresponds to a sodium vapor pressure of 6.5 Torr and an argon pressure of 200 Torr. The violet band emission feature is also present when the electron beam is used to excite helium/sodium-vapor mixtures.
The behavior of the main transition was investigated as a function of the excitation energy density by varying the input electron particle energy. The apparent feature of the amplified spontaneous emission ( ASE) was observed with- out mirrors, when the excitation energy density exceeded 5 mJ/cm3. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the spectrum including the ASE (upper trace) and the florescence (lower trace) in the region of 400-460 nm. The amplified emission in the 436 nm was obtained in Ar/Na/Na, mixtures at argon pressure > 100 Torr and sodium vapor pressure between 1 and 10 Torr. The indication of the amplified phenomenon in the 452 nm region was not present at the same experimental conditions, although a largest gain of the violet band was observed at 452 nm.9 In fact, in our experiments it was indicated that the ranges of 436 and 452 nm have different pressure dependence. Analysis of this spectrum is in progress and will be reported on later, but we estimated tha' the emission in the 452 nm region is mainly from Na2 2'c$ -+ XIX:,+ bound-bound transitions.
Helium/sodium-vapor mixtures did not exhibit an indication of the stimulated-emission phenomenon in the violet band region in the present pressure range investigated. The formation of the upper state of the violet band may probably be due to a rapid dissociative recombination of Nat as suggested briefly in the previous work.' First of all, the electronic excitation of Na(3p) has a very large formation cross section ( -4 x 10 -I5 cm*) .I9 This was observed in high-pressure sodium discharges20*2' and electron beam excitation.14 The atom-molecule associative ionization to directly form Na: [e.g., from Na( 3p) + Na+Lq+ or b311,)] may play an important role under the typical heat pipe conditions. On the other hand, the associative ionizalion from two Na( 3~) atoms to form Naz also has a large rate coefficient (~-5.6 x 10 ~ I2 cm3/ S)*= In addition, as well known, Na + can be generated by high-energy electron impact and by penning ionization. Although Nazi or Na + is initially formed, Na: still has low energy compared to Na l and Naz+ , and should constitute a "sink" for ionization, which is supported by the recent ab inifiu result23 for the electronic states of Na3+. Therefore we predict that high Na3+ density is created in the case of electron beam pumping. Keeping in mind the high electron density in the present experiment, the following dissocia-tive recombination process is proposed as a main channel for triplet 2%, state production: Na: + e--Na+ Na,(2311g) (AE= -211 cm-1).24
This reaction process is near resonant and was predicted having a large cross section.9'24 Thus, the upper state of a specific excimer transition may be produced selectively by this process following a very nonselective ionization. For this reason, the potential Na, violet band laser might be very well suited for electrically pumping. It is, of course, quite conceivable that such dissociative recombinationbased excimer lasers might also be presented in other alkali metals. This work was supported by a grant-in-aid for scientific research from the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, and partially by the Matsuo Foundation.
